Sharing of train tracking and Estimated
Time of Arrival (ETA) information
CEF Action nr. 2016-EU-TA-0185-S
AGREEMENT No INEA/CEF/TRAN/A2016/1367683

Electronic exchange of Estimated Time of Arrival information

Sector Statement priority topic Nr. 6
ETA Task force

4-5 years

Sharing of train tracking and ETA information
ELETA
2 years

Approach

• Intermodal operators in leading role
• 12 already running intermodal shuttle trains
• Based on TIS (Train Information System)
Challenge
Challenge:
1. Building the data chain
2. Computing the ETA estimate

Project partners

Participating RU’s

The time line…

Rotterdam TEN-T Days
Sector Statement
June 2016
‘Under the protection of
confidentiality clauses, IM’s
& RU’s agree to make
information on ETA
available to their contract
partners including
terminals and intermodal
operators’

June
2016

Rail
Freight
Day
Dec. 2016
ETA
Priority
project

Not
whether,
but how?

Start of
ELETA
Project

How to access
and exchange the
data
electronically
Contractual
conditions in the
logistic chain

How to compute
an ETA
–
Accuracy of an
ETA
Dec.
2016

Sept.
2017

Timeline contd. ……
What has
already
been done?

Workshop
and
1th
External
Expert
Advisory
Board

Febr.
2018

Preparing for the Request For Proposals by ICT Service providers

Review of ETA
accuracy
requirements

Definition of
stages and
terminology

Mapping of
dataflow
(Use-cases)
with support
from ERA

Terminals
signing TIS
User
agreements

Is ELETA
doing it
right?

2nd
External
Expert
Advisory
Board

Sept.
2018

Award of
contracts
with
Hacon
and
Synfioo

Oct.
2018

Many different ETA’s

Revision of TAF-TSI as opportunity

• TAF-TSI (paragr. 2.3.2) : lead RU informs his customer on ETA
• in practice
: exchange of ETA info between RU, IM and terminal

ELETA features and requirements
ELETA defined in its :
1. Which actor should provide which information to which other actor;
i.e. the contractual framework
2. Which locations or stages in the CT logistics chains are used as
reference points
3. Which accuracy is needed for information to be provided by an actor
to another actor.

Summary of ELETA functional description
• ELETA:
• Extends coverage of TIS to project terminals
• Uses TIS as data source and as data exchange platform
• Provides ETA’s from different sources to CTO’s and terminals (linear time shifting/TIS, Lead
RU and ICT service providers)

• Assesses accuracy of ETA’s
• Makes electronic interfaces with terminals for data exchange with TIS
• Facilitates (manual) exchange of ETA-information with CTO-customers

Cooperation with ICT Service providers on
computation of ETA’s

Key features:
• Computation of ETA
using information from
different sources
including TIS with
AI/Machine learning
• Comparison of ETA’s and
assessment of accuracy

Platform for multimodal ETA predictions
•
•
•

Live data for truck, rail, ship, air
External delay data like weather, traffic jams,
waiting times
Machine learning predictions based on
historical and current data

ETA service provider in ELETA project
•
•

•

Live visualization of TIS data
ETA predictions based on historical data
from TIS and partners
Integration of terminal data, wagon GPS,
consignment notes, etc. possible

MANAGE
Neutral IM, RU, CTO independent ETA
management platform
Managing, processing and visualisation of
plan & real-time data from various sources
Generation and validation of multiple
ETA predictions (IM/EVU/own/third parties)
Performing, managing and visualisation of
ETA accuracy evaluations for different
provided ETA

-

LEARN

-

IMPROVE

-

USE

to do’s in 2019…

Field testing

Connecting
with
terminals
manually or
through
interface

Dec.
2018

Using input
from GPS tags
on wagons
for ETA
computation

Review of
accuracy of
computed
ETA’s

Assessing the
cost savings
in the logistic
chain

Preparing for
ETA feed into
CESAR and to
partners in
logistic chain

July
2019

Experiences from 2 years

1. The willingness to exchange information is strong (IM’s, RU’s)
2. There is need for harmonisation of definitions, terms and messages
3. TIS/RNE contractual framework is effective, but laborious
4. TIS is a viable data source for RU customers wishing to compute the ETA’s
for their trains
5. Absence of unique (international) train numbers causes a lot of extra work

‘Every partner involved in a train run, which can be identified should have
access to Train Running & ETA information’

• Will the sector proceed
on basis of contractual
terms and agreed
confidentiality clauses?
• If so, it must be made
practically feasible!

What to do? (after ELETA’s field testing)

Data exchange on contractual terms has ample advantages, but management
of conditions requires (too much) effort
1. Make the use of agreed contractual conditions easier:
• Harmonise terminology and ICT message formats
• Opt-out instead of Opt-in

2. Benefit from the ongoing revision of TAF-TSI
• Involve terminals and customers

Thank you for your
attention
www.UIRR.com
a.toet@knv.nl

August
2019

ITS tools for intermodal
transport

@IrishExporters
/irish-exporters-association-iea

www.irishexporters.ie

ITS tools for intermodal transport

Indications of value from the intermodal freight route planner
developed within the East-West Corridor activity of the EU EIP project.

@IrishExporters
/irish-exporters-association-iea

www.irishexporters.ie

Some brief introductions
The project

The participants

- Focus is on the development of a free flow of
goods along the European East-West Corridor

- The “EU ITS Platform” is the place where National
Ministries, Road Authorities, Road Operators and
partners from the private and public sectors of
most EU Member States and neighbouring
countries cooperate to foster, accelerate and
optimize current and future ITS deployments in
Europe in a harmonized way

- It is not about the delivery of new physical
infrastructure on the corridor, but is about
enabling Transporters to deliver goods on behalf of
their clients from origin to destination in a costeffective and timely manner
- The ITS tool-bag is the key to project delivery

@IrishExporters
/irish-exporters-association-iea

- The Irish Exporters Association (IEA) acts as a subcontractor to Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII)
for work on the development and promotion of
the Route Planner

www.irishexporters.ie

The role of the intermodal route
planner in the project
- While most of the physical infrastructure focus has been
on the North-South TEN-T Corridors, East-West
connectivity has not been developed to the same degree

- Integrating ITS systems on road networks is a move to
counter this
- Much East-West traffic involves the use of shipping
services and is, thus, intermodal
- Significant volumes on the corridor move other than by
on road. On Ireland/Continental traffic, for every two
trucks using the UK landbridge, five units ship either as
Lo-Lo or as unaccompanied trailer units
- How to choose the best route?
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Other factors driving the development of the
Intermodal Freight Route Planner
- The pursuit by manufacturers and by Governments of
low carbon emission strategies in manufacture and
physical distribution
- A significant proportion of truck drivers throughout
Europe reaching retirement age and not being
replaced. Tougher workplace management rules
which have the effect of lowering driver’s productivity
make the operation of long distance haulage
operations more difficult
- Introduction of International Maritime Organisation
(IMO) Low Sulphur Maritime Emission rules on 1/1/20
along with electrification of railways and terminal
facilities

- Brexit

@IrishExporters
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Traders taking back control!
- In many larger manufacturing or importing companies the
role of “Shipping Manager” has disappeared and that
function has been amalgamated with any one of a number of
others
- This has led to the Logistics function being outsourced to a
freight forwarder, whose priorities may not be the same as
those of their client
- Groups including the European Shippers Council, the IEA and
others have sought to bring an understanding of Logistics and
the opportunities that optimizing the route to market can
bring in a competitive world
- For smaller and newer companies the in-house expertise may
never have existed

- An intermodal freight route planner that is simple to
understand and use can provide vital information to the
trader and to his preferred consolidator or forwarder
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Route Planners as a tool for service and
infrastructure providers
- While the focus of the EU-EIP route planner is towards
the trader shipping goods on a European East-West
corridor the software and information behind it can
be applied elsewhere and in different ways
- It now operates for routes to destinations far outside
Europe’s Borders with no additional expertise
required from the user
- The information collected can be re-worked to show
the freight transport opportunities through various
Ports and inland hubs. It can become a valuable
marketing tool for the locations concerned

@IrishExporters
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Connections Verona QE with major
seaports
Share based on number of weekly departures (2019)
Verona QE
Antwerp
30%

Rotterdam
40%

Hamburg
30%

- Most important operators: Hupac, Kombiverkehr, Mercitalia Intermodal
- Further connections to e.g. Bari, La Spezia, Nola
@IrishExporters
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Connections Verona QE with other
countries
Share based on number of weekly departures (2019)
Verona QE
Italy
9%

Netherlands
8%

Belgium
5%

Denmark
3%

Germany
75%

- 75% of connections with German terminals

Belgium
Antwerp
Denmark
Padborg
Germany
Hamburg
Hannover
Herne
Kassel
Kiel
Köln
Leipzig
Lübeck
Ludwigshafen
München
Nürnberg
Rostock
Italy
Genova
Giovinazzo (Bari)
La Spezia
Nola
Netherlands
Geleen
Rotterdam

- Highest frequency to/from: Cologne, Lubeck, Ludwigshafen, Munich and Hamburg
@IrishExporters
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Example: Dublin to Verona
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Example: Dublin to Verona
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Key Requirements for an effective
Freight Route Planner
- An effective designer and compiler for the planner with a clear understanding of what Shippers
need and of their level of skill in computer use and in understanding the various elements in the
planner
- An active buy-in by all service and infrastructure providers to the Planner and the provision by
them of accurate and timely information. In many cases not all of the links in a Supply Chain will
understand that the service that they provide must be part of any effective Route Planner
- Effective marketing and support for the route planner by EU through the Connecting Europe
Facility and other development funding mechanisms so as to ensure that the less developed ports,
shipping lines, railways, barge companies learn to understand the values to them of inclusion in the
EU Planner and in customized planners derived from that data, but with focus on other locations
and operators which show links to themselves
- Use of such planners should become an integral part in courses and similar work of business
development groups covering enterprises from very small right through to substantial multinational
organisations
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Further requirements
- A continuous route planner development project
needs to be maintained so as ensure that
developments in the Freight Transport industry are
captured and included. This will ensure that the Route
Planner is, not only accurate, but is also relevant to
the needs of users and potential users. Examples of
this could be the rapidly evolving switch by hauliers to
shipment of their trailers on an unaccompanied basis
on ferries and the addition by ferry companies to their
service offering by chartering piggyback trains
- A critical, but difficult, addition to Intermodal freight
route planners will be the carbon footprint of the
chosen door-to-door route
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In summary
• The development of the Intermodal freight Route Planner for the
East-West corridor over the last three years has proven to be a timely
and immensely valuable initiative
• The data provided and the simplicity of it’s use makes it acceptable at
all levels
• The versatility of the model enables route planners to be rolled out
specific to certain transporters and terminals, not only validating the
concept but also facilitating the updating of the planner and
information within it

@IrishExporters
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Please do take the time to look at the EU-EIP East-West
corridor freight route planner. You can find it on:
https://eastwestcorridor.eu/Planner/
Howard Knott
Logistics Consultant to the Irish Exporters Association
howardknott@irishexporters.ie
07/05/2019
@IrishExporters
/irish-exporters-association-iea

www.irishexporters.ie

TRUCK PLATOONING IN PRACTISE
THE CHALLENGES OF A SYSTEM INNOVATION

Dr. Michiel Jak
Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management
Metropolitan Region Rotterdam - The Hague
The Netherlands
URSA MAJOR neo meeting | Verona | May 7-8, 2019
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HISTORY OF TRUCK PLATOONING NL

2019 PRE-DEPLOYMENT
2020 DEPLOYMENT

APRIL 2016

OCTOBER 2018
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COMPONENTS OF THE ECOSYSTEM

COMPONENTS OF THE ECOSYSTEM
CONNECTED TRANSPORT SYSTEM INNOVATION
CONNECTIVITY

AUTOMATION

Truck technology

Policy, regulation,
social innovation

Traffic
management

DIGITALIZATION

Roadmap European Automobile
Manufacturers' Association ACEA

(Experience Week) Connected
Transport Corridors

4

Smart
logistics

VALUE CASE TRUCK PLATOONING
Towards 100 platoons per day on the Tulip-corridor

2028: L2/3 platooning deployment
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HOW TO ACCELERATE CONNECTED TRANSPORT NOW?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build a coalition of the willing and able: shippers, carriers, road owners, service providers and vendors
Have short term benefits for all stakeholders
Piggy-back on ongoing developments: ACC trucks, Talking Traffic i-TLC’s, control tower
Build support at the user-side: planners, truck drivers, road owners
Combine the world of traffic management and logistics and demonstrate the synergy
Red carpet approach: no physical, legal and social boundaries for introduction of new truck platooning
technologies (C-ACC and beyond)
• Focus on dedicated corridor(s) and priorities
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Proof-of-Concepts based on ACC-convoys in the Experience Week Connected Transport
(October 1-5, 2018)

3. Road Works Warning for convoys
4: Tire pressure monitoring
1. Convoys using Platoon Matching

2. Convoy priority with i-TLC’s

5: Convoy detection @Brienenoord Bridge
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ROUTES EXPERIENCE WEEK OCTOBER 1-5

• 4 main locations
•
•
•
•

Retail logistics
Container logistics
Flower auction logistics
Built environment

• Real freight, real truck drivers
• Matching of 250 trips in 5 days
• 2-3 trucks per convoy, multiple
carriers
• All routes cross at least one i-TLC

• Crossing borders
Belgium/Germany
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FREIGHT FLOW
1: CONTROL TOWER PLANNING
2: MATCHING

3: REAL-TIME TRAFFIC INFORMATION
4: CONVOY DEPARTURE

5: IN-CAR INFORMATION (TIME-TOGREEN, SPEED ADVICE, ROAD WORKS WARNING)

https://youtu.be/cQLXXbs2Rh8

6: INTERSECTION PRIORITY (INTELLIGENT
TRAFFIC LIGHT CONTROL)
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MAIN RESULTS EXPERIENCE WEEK
•
•
•
•

12.000 km driven in convoys
Priority convoys improves throughput with 10-17% *
Intersecting traffic is delayed with 1-3% *
Fuel savings 6-14% (two truck convoy, 2100 km)
(175k km/year → 6k liters)
• Less stress for drivers
* SmartWayz

analysis
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NEXT STEPS: CONNECTED TRANSPORT CORRIDORS
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Deployment: if it works, it stays
Demand-driven co-creation
Business and values case
Large number of trucks, many platoons, monitoring & evaluation for decision making intelligence
Focus on a corridor – flow transport (mainports Rotterdam and Amsterdam to Hinterland)
Use-cases depending on couleur locale
Combining logistics – datasharing – traffic management (>iTLC’s with platoon priority and RWW)
Matchmaking and traffic management require sharing of data on origin, departure time and routes
Based on reciprocity (mutual interest) – reward good behavior
Using Talking Traffic/Talking Logistics architecture + standards

CASE LARGER ROTTERDAM AREA
Oostland

Westland
PoR WaalEemhaven

•
•
•

Congestion and vulnerability A15
Reefercongestion and growth
Waal/Eemhaven exit A15

Port of
Moerdijk
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Growth trucking and cars
Many logistics real estate developments (warehouses)
New roads and iTLC’s
Congestion within Westland and at ramps highways
A12 corridor as logistics artery

Scoping and FOCUS:
- Main freight flows (high% trucks)
- Limited #LSP’s
- Limited #roadowners (corridor)
- Special attention for perishables (often road)
- High economical and societal value
- Starting with convoys of 2-3 trucks: data-sharing, traffic
management of small “flocks” and grant priority to
limited targetgroup

Growth logistics real estate
Parking Plus
Data-driven logistics
Congestion A17, main revision Moerdijkbrug

PORT OF ROTTERDAM: WAAL- EEMHAVEN
Case:
• Congestion toward A15 ramp
• Mixing of city transport (car, bike, public transport) and
industrial logistics
• Kloosterboer has a large cooling warehouse (Coolport)
with 15.000 TEU/year outbound
• Combining gate processes and parking
• ±2 shippers and ±6 carriers, 4 iTLC’s with platoon priority
Larger Rotterdam Area:
• In 2019-2020 we will have an operational and optimised
Talking Traffic chain, with:
• 500 journeys per day in 200 platoons per day
• on 10 roads
• with 40 intersections with iTLC’s
• owned by 10 public road owners
• saving 1250 liter diesel per day (€500k/year)
• and 1.300 tons CO2 per year
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JOINING FORCES!
• Combine the large fleet / low-technology (ACC) initiative (Connected Transport Corridors CTC) with URSA
MAJOR neo’s small fleet / high-technology (e.g. DAF EcoTwin level 2)
• Extrapolate the CTC results with UMneo’s findings: what if the large fleet had a higher TP level?
• Prepare legislation, business cases, adoption etc using both projects (top-down and bottom-up)
• Prove the added value of the technology improvement (C-ACC, AiCC, TP level 2 and up):
• ACC=1,4s (32m @80km/h), C-ACC=1,0s (22m), TP level 4/5=0,3s (6,7m)
•
•
•

•

Impact on driver?
Impact on other road users?
How will the business case be affected?
✓ Fuel savings
✓ Costs
✓ Logistics efficiency
How the value case change?
✓ Safety
✓ Throughput
✓ Emissions
✓ Wear infra
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Michiel Jak
+31-616484338
Michiel.Jak@kpnmail.nl
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ITS tools at the port of La Spezia
for buffer area management
Port Authority of the Eastern Ligurian Sea
Ports of La Spezia and Marina di Carrara

Eng. Simone Pacciardi
Special projects, relation with the EU and market development - Port Authority Eastern Ligurian Sea

TWO PORTS, ONE SINGLE GATEWAY

La Spezia - Carrara

➢
➢
➢
➢

Excellent geographical position as southern gateway to the Italian and European markets
Port of La Spezia : container port 16,000 – 18,000 TEUs vessel size
Port of Marina di Carrara : break bulk and project cargo
Santo Stefano Magra : Custom Single Window area, container storage area, rail terminal

3 priority projects for the Port of La Spezia
1. INTELLIGENT PARKING SYSTEM : Goal of the project is to reduce the
waiting time and congestion at the port gate entrance by implementing an
Intelligent Parking System fully integrated with the Port Community System.
2. Digitalization of the rail shunting operations in the "Last Mile" connection
through the interoperability between PCS and the IT National Logistics Platform.
3. Sustainable Governance of Port/Logistics Cluster managed by the Port
Authority of the Eastern Ligurian Sea combining the activities in the two ports La
Spezia and Carrara under standard environmental procedures

The agreement with UIRNet and Logistica Digitale on PLN
In July 2018, the Port Authority of the Eastern
Ligurian Sea (Ports of La Spezia and Carrara)
signed an agreement with UIRNet (implementing
body of Ministry of Transportation) and Logistica
Digitale to join to Italian National Logistic
Platform (PLN) project.
Within this agreement, Logistica Digitale is in
charge for the management and evolution of the
existing PCS (APnet) and the Port Authority
contributes to the definition of the new National
PCS platform and innovative PLN services.

PCS APNet / Multi Port System and PLN

•

Multi-Port Handling (Port of La Spezia
& Carrara)

•

Multi-Terminal/Port Operator supports

•

PLN Integration

IPS – Intelligent Parking System Innovation @LaSpezia with PLN

Custom headquarter

Port gate

Link to highways A12 Genova-Livorno and A15 La
Spezia-Parma

Trucks Parking Area Stagnoni

IPS – Intelligent Parking System Innovation @LaSpezia with PLN

Project identified from AdSP within Ursa
Major Neo EU project is about the delivery
of an Intelligent Parking System (IPS)
Goal of the project is to reduce the waiting
time and congestion at the port gate
entrance by implementing an Intelligent
Parking System fully integrated with the
Port Community System.
This project will be the first step for
integration between APNet (PCS) and PLN
services as result of the agreement signed in
July, 2018.

Intelligent Parking System – URSA Major Neo Project
Location: Parking area at Port Gate (Stagnoni)
Trucking companies / drivers should have the possibility to know the congestion state of the area and the forecast
for the next hours to plan as better they can the port operations.
The IPS system is based on:
•
Image acquisition from cameras placed at Stagnoni parking area, out of Port Gate
•
Implementation of an Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine using image analysis and machine learning models to
evaluate occupancy of parking lots
•
Adoption of a predictive mechanism for next-hours availability of parking lots based on AI rules, PCS
information and National Logistic Platform (PLN) services
•
A service integrated with PCS and PLN mobile Apps to provide a continuous information flow on traffic
conditions along the port’s access roads based on ITS data within 25/50Km radius and wheater forecast
(available also as web app)
•
Sharing of information on truck arrivals with PCS and Port Gate Management System to speed up port
access operations
•
Interactive dashboard for AdSP based on real time data and data analytics system

Thanks a lot for your attention!
Port Authority Eastern Ligurian Sea
Ports of La Spezia and Marina di Carrara

Simone Pacciardi
simone.pacciardi@porto.laspezia.it

Automated gates at the Ferry Terminal of the
Port of Ravenna
Verona 8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo, Verona 8th May 2019
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Port of Ravenna - Automated gates at the Ferry Terminal
About the Ferry terminal
Terminal’s area: 125.000 square meters.
Two berths for ferries.
Quay length: 473 meters.
Parking area of 102.500 square meters with
350 parking lots.
In 2018 the terminal has handled around
66.000 trailers and 1.616.014 tons of goods.

URSA MAJOR neo, Verona 8th May 2019
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Port of Ravenna - Automated gates at the Ferry Terminal
Milestone n.20 reached
Installation of monitoring cameras to
enhance security
DONE

On November 2018 8 cameras,
purchased within the project, have
been installed in the terminal, this
meaning that milestone 20 has been
reached successfully;
The cameras have been placed in
strategic position on the top of lighting
towers, to improve the security of the
ferry terminal.
Recorded images are more visibly, since
all images are full HD; particularly clear
on night vision.

URSA MAJOR neo, Verona 8th May 2019
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Port of Ravenna - Automated gates at the Ferry Terminal
Deployments foreseen on 2019
Deployment of dynamic information system for truck drivers in order to:
Communicate to them the detected weight (avoid weigh exceedance)
Guide them to the area to withdraw trailers
Identify sectors of the parking area

URSA MAJOR neo, Verona 8th May 2019
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Port of Ravenna - Automated gates at the Ferry Terminal
Deployments foreseen on 2019

Integrate the entry/exit gate systems and parking
area management systems with automatic reader
of dangerous goods classes placards to guide
vehicles to the dedicated area;
Integrate the entry/exit gate systems with an
automatic damage checking system;

URSA MAJOR neo, Verona 8th May 2019
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Port of Ravenna - Automated gates at the Ferry Terminal
Deployments foreseen on 2020

Integration of terminal management systems
with the city ITS to give information to
incoming trucks drivers about congestions or
any other relevant problems;
Integration with the National Logistic Platfrom
to give alerts to vehicles drivers in case of ship
delays or other relevant issues;

URSA MAJOR neo, Verona 8th May 2019
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Thank you for your attention!
7

Intermodal Freight Transport
a workshop presented by URSA MAJOR neo
Verona – 8th May 2019

Automated Gate System at the port of Venice
New ICT and ITS solutions for the improvement of the gate automation

Christian D'Antiga
Port Management Department
North Adriatic Sea Port Authority

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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THE NEW ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM AT THE MAIN GATES
OF PORTO MARGHERA
North Adriatic Sea Port Authority is proceeding with the implementation of new ICT and ITS solutions for the access control
system at the two main gates of Porto Marghera, the commercial port area of Venice.
The new system consists of the following main technical and functional features:
• identification of people and vehicles;
• video surveillance system for the supervision of the gate area;
• computerization aimed at the automation of the processes and procedures for entering and exiting the port, through a new
software system, AGS – Automated Gate System, dedicated to the process logic and the management of access
authorizations;
• development of a new ICT infrastructure based on the interoperability among the systems, via standard communication
protocols and the exchange of XML messages and/or web services;
• main components of the overall system:
identification devices (RFID readers, barcode readers, alphanumeric keyboards),
vehicle detection sensors (inductive loops and laser scanners),
IP videophones,
LCD displays,
ANPR cameras,
video surveillance cameras,
variable message signs (VMS),
IT workstations for gate operators,
dedicated IT infrastructure.

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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THE TWO GATES SUBJECT TO INTERVENTION
GATE OF
"VIA DEL COMMERCIO"

GATE OF
"VIA DELL'AZOTO"

•
•
•
•
•

8th May 2019

TWO ENTRANCE LANES FOR
TRUCKS, CARS AND LIGHT
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
ONE EXIT LANE FOR CARS AND
LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
THREE EXIT LANES FOR TRUCKS

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport

•

FOUR ENTRANCE LANES FOR
TRUCKS
ONE ENTRANCE LANE FOR
TRUCKS AND, IN SPECIAL
CASES, FOR CARS AND LIGHT
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
ONE EXIT LANE FOR TRUCKS
AND, IN SPECIAL CASES, FOR
CARS AND LIGHT
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
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THE ACTIVITIES COMPLETED AT THE GATES
GATE OF "VIA DEL COMMERCIO"

GATE OF "VIA DELL'AZOTO"

MAIN ACTIVITIES COMPLETED
Installation of:
• identification devices (RFID
readers, barcode readers,
alphanumeric keyboards),
• IP videophones,
• LCD displays,
• ANPR cameras,
• video surveillance cameras,
• variable message signs (at
the gate of "Via dell'Azoto"),
• IT workstations for gate
operators,
• IT infrastructure,
• development of the core
components of AGS.

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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THE ACTIVITIES IN PROGRESS AT THE GATES
GATE OF "VIA DELL'AZOTO"

GATE OF "VIA DEL COMMERCIO"

ACTIVITIES IN PROGRESS
• Installation of vehicle
detection sensors:
inductive loops and laser
scanners;
• development of new
features of AGS.
The completion of the
activities is expected for the
end of June 2019.

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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DOUBLE TECHNOLOGY AND CHECKPOINTS FOR VEHICLE DETECTION
AND IDENTIFICATION

Double technology:
inductive loop + laser scanner

FIRST CHECKPOINT

SECOND CHECKPOINT

ENTRANCE LANE

THIRD CHECKPOINT

Three checkpoints for each lanes

THIRD CHECKPOINT

8th May 2019

EXIT LANE

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport

SECOND CHECKPOINT

FIRST CHECKPOINT
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Christian D’Antiga
Port Management Department
North Adriatic Sea Port Authority
phone: +39 041 533 4779
e-mail: christian.dantiga@port.venice.it

8th May 2019
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Intermodal Freight Transport
a workshop presented by URSA MAJOR neo
Verona – 8th May 2019

Automated Gate System at the port of Venice
New ICT and ITS solutions for the improvement of the gate automation

Daniele Scarpa
IT Project Management Area
APV Investimenti SpA

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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AzotoRoadInterface

AGS Logic Architecture:
Aesys

Display
reading
devices

SuperNode

Badge
Reader
Numeric
Keypad
Barcode
Scanner
ANPR
camera

Controller
Interface

Scae

AGS SERVER
Automated Gate
System

-

Virtual FD

Operating modes
Users /Operators types
Checkpoints configuration
Transit Process management
Exceptions
TRANSITS

Barriers
Barriers

I/O
I/O

barrier controller

8th May 2019

AGS App
Interface

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport

Web
Service
Interface

LogIS
- IOL
- Visitor Pass

Virtual readings

Field
Manager

checking

Personal or
Vehicle data

Web Service
interface

Mosaico
Supervisor

Other Systems

Badge
Reader
Numeric
Keypad
Barcode
Scanner
ANPR Front
camera
ANPR Rear
camera

XAtlas
Server
Access Control
Central Data
Registry

2

AGS App Interface:
Menu bar

Operator info

Control messages

tab «Lane»

Vehicle,
persons
in transit

Controls
Warning
Commands
Synoptic with field devices

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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Data exchange:
One of our goals was to share with Port Operators the data about transits through the
main port gates, this to enable functionalities that allow to take advantage of the stops of
vehicles in the gate made during the security operations, also to collect data for logistics
and customs purposes.
To do this, we have this tool:

“Pre-Departure” msg

“Entrance
confirmation” msg

Container,
Plate number,….
“Departure confirmation”
msg

“Pre-Arrival” msg

Port Common Area
GdF

8th May 2019

Varco Commercio

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport

Varco Azoto

4

Dashboard for the Terminals:
Another tools is the dashboard that will be used by the Terminal Operators for monitoring
the status of the port common area.
It’s a tool to monitor and limit the traffic congestion in port area, it enables to:
Control the
lanes and the
traffic status

Real time
monitoring of
situation in field
with cameras
Commands for
opening or
closing the lanes

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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Project Calendar:

Start: 4th September 2018

Finish: 31st May 2019

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION

dott. Daniele Scarpa
IT Project Management Area
APV Investimenti SpA
phone: +39 041 5334830
e-mail: daniele.scarpa@apvinvestimenti.it

8th May 2019

URSA MAJOR neo
Workshop on Intermodal Freight Transport
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C-ITS deployment
at the Port of
Livorno for traffic
management plans
WS on Intermodal Freight Transport
Verona, 8/5/2019

Paolo Pagano
Joint Laboratory of Advanced Sensing
Networks & Communication in Sea Ports

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Outline

• Innovation trends
implemented by the
Port Authority
(AdSP):
– Requirements;
– Architecture
reference;
– ICT stack;
– Technical assets.

• C-ITS
implementation:
– Background projects
– UMneo call;
– New tender in
prepartion.

• Conclusions and
Outlook

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Port Communities
• The Port Authority of the
Northern Tyrrhenian Sea
in collaboration with CNIT
is conducting a deep
digital revolution that is
already transforming port
industrial activities.

Provide services
Provide platforms
Connects the port

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Standardization process

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integration of independent modules at
Infrastructure, Platform, and Software
layers
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
New layers (ESB, DV)
Supporting IoT devices (M2M)
Seamless integration through standards
Backward compatibility with legacy
functions
New security policy
Innovative Services

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Networks, Sensors, Platforms
• Security
– C-ITS PKI, Blockchain

• Platforms:

5G

– compliance with OneM2M for the IoT
– data abstraction layer (independent of
the DBMS technology)

• Networks:
– Satellite network
– Fiber optic infrastructure
– 100 Mbps wireless network around the
maritime station
– Vehicle network complying with the
European ETSI-G5 standard (first "smart
road" in Italy)
– NB-IoT commercial network (first port in
Italy)
– 5G prototype installation (from
September 2019, first port in Italy)

Acquisition board

• Integrated sensors:
– connected vehicles, autonomous vehicles,
connected ship, photonic radar, pollution
sensors, OCR sensors, weather stations,
LiDAR, bathymetric sensors
Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Vertical deployments

e-Freight
and Smart
Corridors

Connected
Vessel

Mobility
Services,
Urban Nodes

Innovative
Services

Port
Monitoring
and Security

Port Network
Authority
of theAuthority
North Tyrrhenian
– Development,
EuropeanPrograms
Programs and
North
Tyrrhenian
Sea Port
SystemSea
– Development,
European
andInnovation
InnovationDepartment
Department
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«FOCUS: ITS and Mobility»

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Port is part of Tuscan Cooperative ITS
• What is it?
– It is a Large-Scale permanent
testbed deployed in the sea port
of Livorno and along the freeway Livorno – Florence;

– Outreaching and integrating
services along the TEN-T.

•

When has it been set-up?
– Starting from ETSI Plugtests
2016 experiments.

•

What services is it featuring (as from AUTOPILOT run 2018)?
– It implements some Day 1 and Day 1.5 C-ITS services;
– It supports IoT-sensors integration via OneM2M;

– It supports C-ITS assisted autonomous driving.
8
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Stakeholders and Public Event

60 specialists
(invited) only

•

AUTOPILOT events on Oct 18th and
19th:
– on-the-field demos:
•

highway/urban.

– invited talks:
•
•
•

•

Regione Toscana, Port Authority of North
Tyrrenhian Sea
Municipalities of Rome, Turin, Verona;
Italian ITS association.

On-line material on ERTICO web site.

70 registered
+ general
public

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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CCAM on our stack

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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UMneo implementation
• Technical specifications
ready for IaaS, PaaS, SaaS.
• Call for Expression of
interest (C-ITS PaaS/SaaS
deployment) is open
(deadline May 15th);
• Scope:
– enabling management of
arrival slots (by terminals), i.e.
Vehicle Booking System;
– data aggregation with thirdparty sources (notably TCCs);

– M2M real-time adaptation;
– implementation of contingency
plans (in case of traffic, late
arrival of vessels, accidents along
the road) and parking services.

http://hosting.soluzionipa.it/portialtotirreno/pratiche/dett_registri.php?id=718
Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Components being procured
•

C-ITS coordinator:
–

Credits:
•

Security Manager:
–

•

Allowing to share data from different Traffic
Management Entities, notably DATEX2 TCC.

Geolocation Service:
–

•

Responsible for the life cycle management
of enrollment credentials and certificates.

Information Legacy System:
–

•

Frontend application for traffic management
and overall ITS coordination (notably VBS).

Receives and processes vehicle attributes in
real-time and stores them in a geospatial
database, sends information via geocast to
interested vehicles.

Parking Service:
–

Based on vehicle position/speed and routing
information, it can provide the best parking
spot.

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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New tender in preparation
• Fleet equipment:
– OBUs (V2X, 4G);
– Flat Mobile Internet Data
Plans.

• Infrastructure equipment:
– RSUs (V2X, 4G);
– Parking Sensors;
– Traffic radars.

• Got support by fleet
managers;
• Forthcoming publication.

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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UMN services in MoniCA

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Conclusions

Conclusions
• The Port Authority
(supported by CNIT):
– has enabled a digital infrastructure
capable of delivering innovative
services;
– focuses on standardization and
interoperability in collaboration with
major European ports and industrial
partners;
– wants the full involvement of the port
communities in the development,
prototyping and production of services;
– is implementing new services for (intermodal) transport, including access
management and transit
authorizations.

Port Network Authority of the North Tyrrhenian Sea – Development, European Programs and Innovation Department
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Back-up slides
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Our eco-system
TEN-T

•
•

•
•

•

View

The Passenger Port: ferry and cruise terminals (100,000 m2),
ship repair and ship building
The Commercial Multipurpose Port: 2.5 million m2 (850,000
m2 customs boundary) 90 berths and 13 km of quays, 3
railways & 60 km of tracks, freight traffic fully separate from
the urban one
The Industrial Area: refinery, oil stock areas, energy power
stations, chemical and automotive component industry
The Freight Village “A. Vespucci”: 2.8 million m2 , cargo
consolidation with multimodal access, distribution centres,
packing firms, customs clearance and scanning area,
railstation, 3 MWh PV park, etc.
The Dry port “Il Faldo”: car stocking and distribution area fully
automatised , 640,000 m2, capacity 25,000 cars, road and rail
accesses

ESPO conference 2019
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About us
June 2017

July 2016

Most innovative Public Body

Port and 5G
July 2017

November 2016

EU Connected Vehicle
September 2018

June 2018

Port of the Future

October 2018

March 2019

First C-ITS Port in EU
Port of the future towards
automation in the 5G era

Autonomous Driving

Port Network
Authority
of theAuthority
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– Development,
EuropeanPrograms
Programs and
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SystemSea
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European
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